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new 312-49v9 Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 312-49v9 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 490Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/312-49v9.html2.|2018 Latest 312-49v9 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUHE1ajhkclF0TEU?usp=sharingQUESTION 138At the time of
evidence transfer, both sender and receiver need to give the information about date and time of transfer in the chain of custody
record.A. TrueB. FalseAnswer: AQUESTION 139Which of the following attacks allows an attacker to access restricted
directories, including application source code, configuration and critical system files, and to execute commands outside of the web
server's root directory?A. Unvalidated inputB. Parameter/form tamperingC. Directory traversalD. Security misconfiguration
Answer: CQUESTION 140The disk in the disk drive rotates at high speed, and heads in the disk drive are used only to read data.A.
TrueB. FalseAnswer: BQUESTION 141The evolution of web services and their increasing use in business offers new attack
vectors in an application framework. Web services are based on XML protocols such as web Services Definition Language (WSDL)
for describing the connection points, Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) for the description and discovery of
Web services and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for communication between Web services that are vulnerable to various
web application threats. Which of the following layer in web services stack is vulnerable to fault code leaks?A. Presentation Layer
B. Security LayerC. Discovery LayerD. Access LayerAnswer: CQUESTION 142A swap file is a space on a hard disk used as
the virtual memory extension of a computer's RAM. Where is the hidden swap file in Windows located?A. C:pagefile.sysB.
C:hiberfil.sysC. C:config.sysD. C:ALCSetup.logAnswer: AQUESTION 143In an echo data hiding technique, the secret
message is embedded into a __________as an echo.A. Cover audio signalB. Phase spectrum of a digital signalC.
Pseudo-random signalD. Pseudo- spectrum signalAnswer: AQUESTION 144Log management includes all the processes and
techniques used to collect, aggregate, and analyze computer-generated log messages. It consists of the hardware, software, network
and media used to generate, transmit, store, analyze, and dispose of log data.A. TrueB. FalseAnswer: AQUESTION 145Which
of the following password cracking techniques works like a dictionary attack, but adds some numbers and symbols to the words
from the dictionary and tries to crack the password?A. Brute forcing attackB. Hybrid attackC. Syllable attackD. Rule-based
attackAnswer: BQUESTION 146What is static executable file analysis?A. It is a process that consists of collecting information
about and from an executable file without actually launching the file under any circumstancesB. It is a process that consists of
collecting information about and from an executable file by launching the file under any circumstancesC. It is a process that
consists of collecting information about and from an executable file without actually launching an executable file in a controlled and
monitored environmentD. It is a process that consists of collecting information about and from an executable file by launching an
executable file in a controlled and monitored environmentAnswer: AQUESTION 147Networks are vulnerable to an attack which
occurs due to overextension of bandwidth, bottlenecks, network data interception, etc.Which of the following network attacks refers
to a process in which an attacker changes his or her IP address so that he or she appears to be someone else?A. IP address spoofing
B. Man-in-the-middle attackC. Denial of Service attackD. Session sniffingAnswer: AQUESTION 148Which of the following
email headers specifies an address for mailer-generated errors, like "no such user" bounce messages, to go to (instead of the sender's
address)?A. Errors-To headerB. Content-Transfer-Encoding headerC. Mime-Version headerD. Content-Type headerAnswer:
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